
Editor: Caryl Simpson 
caryl@simtronics.co.nz  

MONTHLY BULLETIN 
 MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INC. P.O. BOX 432 BLENHEIM NZ 

General Meeting; 14 June. EOC, 19.30hrs 
 

Social Group; 21 June. 12.00hrs - The Vines 
 

Committee Meeting; 28 June. 07.30hrs - EOC 

Website: 
www.zl2ks.org.nz 
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1. NZART Conference, Mosgiel....................2 - 3 June 
2. Don Jamieson meeting presentation.......14 June 
3. Lighthouse & Lightship Weekend.............18-19 Aug 
4. Constructors Award....................................13 Sept 

VHF - USB Net Wednesdays 1930 
144.150MHz 

VHF Mondays 1930 hrs 
146.950MHz, 145.600MHz, 

147.225MHz 
Net Controller; Ken Hynds ZL2KHZ 

Here is a trip down Memory Lane for some. I have been sorting our photos and found these two pictures. Grant 

thinks they might be heading up The Ned to build the first repeater up there. Judging from Grant’s hair), I would 
put it somewhere in the 80’s. 

Grant Simpson, Gary Ching, Ron Harris and Don Jamieson strut their stuff. 

With that hair, and those sun glasse s, I think Grant looks like a Bee Gee! 
A lot less hair on all of them these days, well on their heads at least! 
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MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB GENERAL MEETING EOC 
10 May 2018 at 19:38 Hours 

 

Present: Grant Simpson (Chair), Don Laing (Secretary), Ken Hynds (Treasurer), Chris Grant, Don Jamieson, 

Kevin Berg, Ian Conway, Bill Cousins, Stuart Watchman, Lara McIntyre, Nelson Bateman, Ken Menzies, Gerard 
van Antwerpen. 

 

Apologies: Paul Rennie, Rob Carter, Gavin Piercy 

 

Correspondence: Inward – MDC emails re submission Outward – MDC emails re submission 
 NZART April Branch Circular 

 NZART Break-In 

 
Finance: Accounts were presented 

 

Matters Arising:       
MDC Submission – Submissions Hearing booked for 1pm, Wed. 23 May 2018. Don L & Grant S attending. 
Council ’s Planner recommends acceptance of all MARC submission requests except for height of aerials above 

roof line. Planner recommends 3m limit instead of 7m requested. Statements of Evidence have been submitted 
justifying 7m request. If Yagi type antenna not acceptable propose slim monopole collinear type antenna. DL 

 
REPORTS: 

Repeaters: 
The Ned – Site visit to replace repaired repeater still  to be arranged. Priority before Winter.   DR 

Ward – Needs to be completed by 4 June otherwise Lottery Grant will be withdrawn. 
Paul R is coordinating and expecting work party advice soon. 1 week notice required for helicopter. PR 

Filters & repeater to be removed before helicopter lift and hand carried out. 
Property owner for alternative wind generator farm location has no objection and Marlborough Lines already have 

a repeater there so it is a viable location, even if only temporary. 
License will need re-engineering application & approval for new location but not expected to be an issue. 

Kaikoura – Shed is locked. Grant S has been in contact with Whale Watch and access key is being arranged. 
Proposed to get operational ASAP even if not initially linked. GS 

Brayshaw Park – Out of service for some time and not reported. Internet link unit had to be rebooted. 
Grant S to prepare instructions so others can rectify in his absence. GS 

 

SAR/AREC: No report 

 

NZART Remits. 
10 NZART members present 

Remit 1: Against 
Remit 2: Against 

Remit 3: Discretion of Branch 22 Conference delegates. 
Remit 4: Accepted 

Remit 5: Accepted 
Grant Simpson accepted as Branch 22 Conference delegate 

 

General Business:  
St Clair Half Marathon – Organisers did not require MARC assistance. 
Visit to new Picton Coastguard boat. Await advice from boat skipper PR 

Shed available. Still to be collected and floor fitting arranged PR 

 

Future Ev ents 
Coast Guard boat visit 
Constructors Award September        

 

Meeting closed: 20:20 

 

Ken Menzies gave a very interesting presentation & demonstration of printed circuit board photo-etching. 

to new members - Garth Haylock ZL3HK and Jack Reddan ZL2BHU 
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MARLBOUROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING 
24 May 2018 at 19:40 Hours 

 
Present: Grant Simpson (Chair), Don Laing, Ken Hynds, Stuart Watchman, Paul Rennie, David Rothwell 

 

Correspondence: 
 Inward: Invoice from Marlborough Helicopters 
 Outward: Expenditure report to Lotteries Commission 

  NZART completed annual Call Book form & membership clarification 
 

Finance: Account presented 

Matters Arising:       
MDC Submission – MDC submission hearing on 23 May 2018 was attended by Grant S & Don L. 
Submission explanations for allowance of 7m above roof height & for Amateur Radio Configurations exceeding 

20m be considered as restricted discretionary activities appeared to be acceptable by the Hearings Panel 
however need to await their final decision. DL 

 
Repeaters Report: 
All repeaters except Ward are operational. 
Ned – Replacement repeater with Ron H and awaits favourable weather for site visit to swop and to carry out 

building maintenance. DR 
Kaikoura – Grant S awaiting hut access key. To follow up. GS 

Stuart W has control unit and will liaise with Ken M to refurbishment of repeater system SW 
Weld Cone – Repeater removed by helicopter 21/05/18. At Grant S’s place for refurbishment  GS 

Await return of Ian C to finalise property authorisation and for local site operational testing. 

 

SAR Report:    
Dip Flat 04~11 May Christchurch SAR exercise reported as being successful. 

National SAR conference is being held in Blenheim 22~24 June 2018. 
Comms truck will be parked daily outside. Planned field trip exercises have been cancelled. 

 

General Business: 
Chorus Repeater Sites (MARC digipeater at Jamies Knob)  

NZART is nationally coordinating with Chorus. SW 

Paul R to contact Marlborough Lines to ascertain possibil ity of transferring into their adjacent facility. PR 

Shed – Stil l to be collected from Ron and fitted with floor. PR 
Hi-Viz vests -  Lime Green colour with red trim advised as acceptable standard by Safety shop. 

 
Upcoming Events. 
Coastguard Visit – confirmed on Saturday 26 May @ 10am 
General Meeting – Donald Jamieson will give presentation at June meeting 14/06/18 DJ 

 
Meeting Closed: 20:40 

When was the last time you had a look at the club website, www.zl2ks.org.nz? Gerard has worked hard to get it to 

look inviting and to work simply and quickly.  
His latest efforts have been to set up a photo gallery where people can see what sort of things the club gets up to 

and adds a social aspect which, hopefully, would make someone think they might like to find out more about that 
club as it looks like they have a lot of interesting things going on. He’d hate to think he had done all this only to 

find nobody bothered to go and look! 
I bet the secretary feels the same way. Next time you get your Interface don’t just skim the front page, read it all, 

including the Minutes! You will then know exactly what is going on, and when. 
Note the website has all sorts of information you can access by clicking on any of the tabs (that list, above, in 

grey) on the site. Each one takes you to lots more information. The library tab tells you what reading material is 
available for you to borrow. The newsletter tab has past newsletters in it. The links tab gives an interested viewer 

the link to the NZART site to get all the information needed about exams and licensing. 
GO AND HAVE A LOOK!! 

 HOME COMMITTEE REPEATERS REMOTE HF STATION  NEWSLETTER  AREC LIBRARY LINKS PHOTO GALLER Y 



PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD MAKING 
By Ken Menzies, ZL2BJV (photos by Gerard Van Antwerpen) 

 

Adding to my talk and show last club meeting, on the making and development of circuit boards, I was asked if I 
could write a few words on the subject for Interface. 

Being Remit night, I had to cut the time I would have liked a bit short. Anyway, I hope you got the message I was 
trying to put across on how easy it can be to produce a reasonable circuit board. 

The talk made me think back to when I started (aged about 12) to build electronic equipment without circuit 
boards. Quite often I would drill holes in a piece of Perspex, then fit eyelets into the holes and solder the 

components to them. Components were a lot bigger then, ex valve era. 
The copper coated board that I used for the first time, was purchased 

from Mick Spears. His radio repair shop was in Queen St. 
I thought it was Christmas to get a piece of this new material. It was 

the phenolic type substrate copper coated board. Great, now the circuit 
board making could begin.  

The tracks and lands could be reasonably big because as I mentioned 
earlier, the components were larger back then. The copper sided 

boards, incidentally, seem to have arrived about the same time as the 
first transistors, OC, glass type like the 44, 72, 83, etc, and 

more 2N706 type and numerous others. 
I started off painting the design onto the boards using model aeroplane dope. The lines were a bit wobbly, 

nevertheless it worked, using ferric chloride to etch the boards after the resist had dried. 
Mind you, you learned not to spill or splash any chloride on your clothes, or a yellow or orange permanent stain 

became a reminder. 
Next idea was to place some carbon paper under a 

page that had a commercially designed board on it. I 
would then trace the design onto the circuit board, 

then remove the carbon paper and using a 
waterproof marker pen, trace around the carbon 

print. The tracks were then fil led in using whatever 
would be etch proof, paint, dope or permanent 

marker pen. 
My circuit boards were made like this for years and 

years. Then there was Vero board for a while, I used 
a lot making the repeater controllers, Morse tails, TX 

and RX relay delays and switches etc, for our early repeaters,  not to mention many other projects. 
The thought of photo printing of boards had been on my mind for quite a while. It wasn’t until Dick Smith’s shop in 

town was changing hands that I found out that I could have purchased positive resist from them. This was not 
normally sold by Dick Smith. The boss at the shop asked me would I like the rest of a can of spray resist they had. 

I said yes PLEASE! 
First of all I had to have a positive image of the circuit design. This was made by getting 4 photocopies of the 

design put onto overhead projector film. These were then placed one above the other to get a very dark image. 
The circuit board was then cut just a bit larger than the image on the film. Next the board had to be cleaned, very 

clean. I used Steelo cleaning pads. After cleaning and drying and making sure not to touch the clean copper, the 
resist spray was applied in the shack at night, under a normal incandescent bulb. I didn’t want the board to be 

exposed to any ultra violet light. I found I had to warm the board with a hair dryer before spraying, as water 
droplets would form on the copper with the chill of the spray.  

After drying the spray resist for 12 hours in a dark place, it can be left 
until needed. The board can also be dried in a dark oven for about an 

hour at 70ºC if needed sooner. 
Once dry, I would place the board on a piece of MDF board copper side 

up. This was done in a dark room under my normal light bulb. The 
projector copy was then placed correct way up, on top of the sensitised 

board, then a piece of Perspex placed on top of the fi lm. This was all 
held together with a couple of rubber bands top and bottom below and 

above the design. Holding this against my chest so as to keep dark, I 
would go outside and expose the image to the sun for about 10 minutes, 

a bit of cross your fingers here. After the exposure time was up I would 
cover the board again and take it for developing. 

The developing was done by submerging the board into a mixture of 7 
grams caustic soda to 1 litre water. A light paint brush helped to remove 

the resist exposed to the sun. As soon as that was done, a good rinse in cold water to remove the caustic solution 
and it was now ready for etching. 

Eventually I ran out of positive spray resist so sent an order off to RS components, only to find they no longer 
stocked it. Bother *()* 
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Not to worry, how would negative dry film resist work? Off to China 

went an order through Ebay. Once the film arrived it took a couple of 
tries and a peek on Google to get the hang of the process. By the 

way, the ultra violet light exposure box I had at the meeting I made 
some time back. The design for it, from memory, was either in 

Silicone Chip or Practical Electronics. It  saved me the bother of 
waiting for a sunny day to do my boards. 

The negative dry film process is exactly the same as the positive 
method from the exposure time onward. The only thing different is the 

circuit design has to be a negative. 
That’s how to make a circuit board ‘easy as’ eh! Remember, if you 

have a design in mind you can’t always buy a board to suit off the 
shelf. Sure, kits are great if they fit your purpose but if you have a 

circuit of your own, have a go at making your own boards. It’s a great 
feeling to sit back and say “I made that!” Just a word of warning, don’t 

get ammonium persulphate etchant on your clothes either. Apart from 
bleaching the fabric, a hole appears the next time they are washed!! 

Happy circuit board making. 
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Cape Campbell 1870 

Earliest known NZ lighthouse photo 

INTERNATIONAL LIGHTHOUSE LIGHTSHIP WEEKEND 
 

Hello, keen people...  
 

One of our Winter activities is ILLW (International Lighthouse Lightship Weekend).  
Happening this year on 18/19 of August.  

Unlike a contest, the aim is to raise the profile of Lighthouses and Lightships, highlighting the role they have 
played in keeping us safe over the centuries.  

A great way to show the communications value of amateur radio.  
We run the event in this spirit, and have an enjoyable weekend, with usually a few dozen contacts in the log.  

 
Typically our team have activated Cape Campbell light house, with the special call of ZL6CC...  

We stay in, and operate from, some of the old l ighthouse buildings, on the beach below the actual l ight.  
Accommodation has improved over the years, and now there is space for a good sized team.  

There is a nightly charge for staying on site, this will depend upon number of people participating.  
 

For further info please talk with Bill ZL2AYZ, Ian ZL2BGL or myself.  
Please consider being part of this years team, and let us know your intentions.  

The number of people staying over has an effect on what sort of antenna we can put up, and how much radio 
gear we take.  

Usually on HF we run a multi-band wire antenna, with a vertical for backup and comparison. 
A VHF station is also set up, with a small co-linear on VHF/UHF.  

 
So please let us know if you are coming, so these logistics can be put in place.  

 
Also does anyone have an HF Linear amplifier they would be prepared to loan to us for the event?  

 
Thank you and 73,  

 
Rob ZL2IW 

Cape Campbell lighthouse today 



REPEATER REMOVAL FROM WELD CONE 

Grant ZL2BK, Paul 

ZL2RE, Ken ZL2BJV and 
Ron ZL2BDD removed 

the equipment before the 
helicopter took away the 

repeater hut. 
Photos by Grant, ZL2BK 

Looking south with Clarence in the distance 

Ward Beach with its extra rockery very evident 
With the prey netted securely, the hunters await their 

chopper to deliver it to the track below 

Broken rocks on the hill show how unstable it now is 
Helicopter coming in for the pick up 

Below: Note the angle of 

the green Spark cell site 
since the quakes and 

how broken up the 
ground now is. 
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Up up and away! Then down down it goes 

All that remains of the repeater site 
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POLICE SAREX DIP FLAT (all photos from this exercise by Paul Rennie) 

Once again this year I was asked by Richard Smart, AREC Section Leader Christchurch, if I would be available to 
assist them with communications for the Police Sarex for a week starting the 4th of May and finishing on the 11th 

May. Richard had also asked Craig Murray from FENZ Tauranga to assist.  
I drove the CD ECV vehicle up to Dip Flat on the Friday to assist Steve Davis and Jim Nelson, who had driven up 

from Christchurch, and to start erecting HF antennas. Richard and Craig drove up to Dip Flat on Saturday to also 
help setting up the communications network.  

Richard decided to try out another HF site closer to the IMT Headquarters to give us a better site for WIFI. We 
installed a WIFI unit on the antenna pole on the ccv, two other units at a pillbox towards the Headquarters, to give 

us a better line of accessibil ity to use SARTRAC to dispatch the messages into the HQ. This worked out 
exceptionally well with Jim and myself receiving the messages from the teams in the field and then typing them 

into SARTRAC programme for them to be received into the IMT team.  
Initially the 6 teams used vhf communications through portable repeaters, of which they themselves installed at 

various pre-organised sites, and their messages were also redirected through SARTRAC from the Christchurch 
communications vehicle. 

The teams were out in the bush for 2 nights, with one team not being heard from, from 0800 on the Tuesday until 
1230 the same day, then nothing until 0800 on the Wednesday. This involved Jim and myself calling every 10 

minutes on HF until 2300 Tuesday night, nothing heard. The field teams arrived back to HQ at various times on 
Thursday to a hot shower and a welcoming meal. Friday saw us dismantle the complete antenna setup and head 

for home after 15 hour days for the past week but it was thoroughly enjoyable with the company and meals, which 
were once again up to the usual Army high standard. Very much looking forward to next year. 

 

- Paul Rennie, ZL2RE / ZK2EO, Section Leader Branch 22              

3 photos joined together to show the hf antenna array with the comms truck 

Jim Nelson, ZL3ND 
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Richard Smart, Steve Davis, Craig Murray, Jim Nelson Richard Smart, Steve Davis, Paul Rennie, Jim Nelson 

MARLBOROUGH COASTGUARD VISIT 
 
A very interesting & informative time was spent on a fresh Saturday morning by 9 +/- MARC 
members at the Marlborough Coast Guard facilities in Picton. It was organized by Paul Rennie 
and hosted by the Coastguard Training Officer & MARC member Rob Carpenter. 
Rob explained the coastguard role then showed us around their facilities in the coastguard 
portion of their Picton HQ building, which is shared with the St John ambulance service. We 
then walked to the new coastguard boat at its berth, where Rob again gave 
another excellent presentation.  
Of particular interest was that the vessel was 
completely funded & constructed locally, here in 
Marlborough, and that the medical cabin is 
exactly set out as in the rear of an ambulance 
so that attending St John staff would be 
completely familiar with the location & 
functioning of the medical facilities. 
 
- Don Laing 

Coastguard photos on this page, showing 

the actual boat build, kindly provided by 
Gerard Van Antwerpen 

 
The boat was built by Cuddon (and 

designed by Naiad from Picton). 
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These top 3 photos kindly supplied by Paul Rennie and the rest are by Linda Laing 
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Many thanks to those w ho heeded my plea and provided articles and photos. 
Doesn’t it make for a more interesting, larger, and colourful, new sletter? 
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